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Abstract. The increase in popularity of the Internet has lead to the

proliferation of heterogeneous information systems that could be better
utilized if they operated under a common query interface. The purpose
of this paper is to describe the representation formalism of ontologies
in an LDAP-based information integration system, and to point out the
advantages of such an approach over traditional systems. The simplicity,
coherence and uniformity of the LDAP model allows us to seamlessly
integrate source data, schemata discrepancies, and semantic information
under a common framework, that is, by design, able to reconcile integration and data processing issues.

1 Introduction
Since the conception of the LDAP protocol version 3 in 1997 WHK97], the use of
lightweight directories to store information has been steadily gaining momentum.
Today, many universities and research centers, like AT&T, use LDAP servers as
a means to manage information about their members, organizations, networks,
etc., and companies like Netscape or Microsoft o er LDAP support even in their
Internet browsers.
At the same time, due to the ubiquity of the Internet, information integration and, particularly, the use of ontologies to ease the task of data integration is receiving more and more attention by the research community
MKSI00,DEFS99,AK93]. With the increase in popularity of LDAP servers, traditional problems in the eld of information integration should be revisited to
accommodate the new technology, especially, if this technology is so tied to network and distribution channels, as it is the case with LDAP technology that, by
design, o ers distribution capabilities not present in more traditional databases
WHK97].
In this paper, we present a new integration approach, targeted to the ontologies model, but adapted to LDAP technology, which promises to be able to
?
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easily solve all classical integration problems along with the LDAP advantageous
network behavior features. In Sect. 2, we give a brief overview of the capabilities
o ered by LDAP servers, suitable for use in our model. Section 3 goes into the
details of our approach, leaving the comparison to other systems for Sect. 4.
Section 5 discusses future work, and nally, Sect. 6 concludes this paper.

2 LDAP Overview
An LDAP server can be considered a semistructured database with limited transaction capabilities, made up of the following main components:
Directory Schema: Denes a nite set of classes, attributes and types. Each
attribute must have a type, and each class species a set of required and
allowed attributes.
Directory Instance: Contains a nite set of entries organized in a forest,
where: (1) Each entry belongs to at least one class (2) has a non-empty set
of (possibly) multi-valued attribute-value pairs that conform to the schema
denition (3) denes at least attributes and , where determines
what classes the entry belongs to, and provides a unique distinguished
name for the entry and (4) is placed in the instance hierarchy based on their
distinguished name.
In addition, LDAP o ers a query facility based on lter denitions consisting of
the following four components:
Base: The distinguished name of the entry in the directory instance where the
search will start.
Scope: Can be base, if the search is to be restricted to just the rst node,
onelevel, if only the rst level of nodes is to be searched, or subtree, if all
nodes under the base should be considered by the lter expression.
Filter Expression: Dened as the boolean combination of atomic lters of the
form (
), where: is an attribute name, is a comparison operator
out of the set f= 6=  g, and is an attribute value.
Projection: Denes the set of attributes to be returned.
For more detailed information about the LDAP protocol, see either HSG99] for
an informal description, or JLM+ 99] for a formal one. For the purpose of this
paper, we are mostly interested in the schema denition capabilities, which we
will use to model ontologies, as discussed in the next section.
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3 Ontology Model
3.1 Basics

According to Gruber Gru93], an ontology is an explicit specication of an
abstract, simplied view of the world of interest, also called a conceptualization. Information integration systems often make use of ontologies to specify a

global conceptualization that describes both, a set of terms and the relationships
between them.
The integration system provides, via the ontology denition, a common query
domain for all users that abstracts the underlying heterogeneous sources, independently of the particular query model each sub-system denes. All queries
performed at the domain level are answered by reformulating them into sourcelevel queries, and then transforming the results into the terms of the unied
view.
The LDAP model described in the previous section has support, not only for
the integration process we just referred to, but also for the standard ontology
design requirements, namely:
Modeling capabilities: LDAP provides primitives for concepts (by means of
classes), roles (by means of attributes), key roles, subclass relationships and
general constraints.
Flexibility and Maintainability: Changes to an LDAP-based ontology are
easily made, allowing for the upgrade of concepts and roles in a exible
manner, as opposed to xed ontology systems.
Manipulation facilities: LDAP provides manipulation operators on top of
which operators aimed at integration can be dened.
Schema querying: Since the LDAP data model is self-describing, concept and
role names are allowed as part of the result of a query.
Proper design techniques and important issues for the creation of ontologies for
heterogeneous sources are discussed elsewhere Usc96,UG96], and are out of the
scope of our work. The purpose of this paper is to show in detail, and as a
particular aspect of the breadth of functionality of our LDAP-based integration
system, how ontologies can be represented in the LDAP model.

3.2 LDAP Representation Formalism
As a running example to describe in more detail our representation, we use the
Mondial ontology extracted from the Geography subontology in CYC LG90].
Figure 1 provides a textual representation that uses indentation to indicate the
subconcept relationship and parenthesis to indicate properties Fig. 2 provides
its (partial) LDAP-based representation constructed following the formalisms
described in this section.
The main constructs of an ontology, namely concepts and roles, together
known as terms, are introduced in our LDAP-based ontology as subclasses of
the special top class with the following structure:
term OBJECT-CLASS ::= {
SUBCLASS OF {top}
MUST CONTAIN {oc,name}
TYPE oc OBJECT-CLASS
TYPE name STRING }
concept OBJECT-CLASS ::= {
SUBCLASS OF {term}

// required attributes

Geography(Continent,GeopoliticalEntity,Mountain,BodyOfWater,Desert,Island)
Continent(name,area)
GeopoliticalEntity(name,population)
Country(area,car_code,population_growth,infant_mortality,gdp_total,
gdp_agri,gdp_ind,gdp_serv,inflation,government,encompassed,
ethnicgroup,religion,language,border,StateGeopolitical,City)
IndependentCountry(indep_date)
StateGeopolitical(area,City)
City(longitude,latitude,located)

Fig. 1. Mondial ontology

MAY CONTAIN {subclass_of,superclass_of,filter,link,
synonym,hypernym_of,hyponym_of}
// allowed attributes
TYPE subclass_of,superclass_of DN(concept)
TYPE filter LDAP-Filter
TYPE link DN(source term)
TYPE synonym,hypernym_of,hyponym_of DN(concept) }
role OBJECT-CLASS ::= {
SUBCLASS OF {term}
MUST CONTAIN {domain,range}
TYPE domain DN(concept)
MAY CONTAIN {key,link,synonym,hypernym_of,hyponym_of}
TYPE range DN(concept), STRING
TYPE key {YES}
TYPE link DN(source term)
TYPE synonym,hypernym_of,hyponym_of DN(role) }

Each class contains a set of attributes, which can be categorized as either
basic schema constructs, concept hierarchy constructs, integration constructs
or interontology relationship constructs. The purpose of these attributes is explained in the sequel.
Basic Schema Constructs. The basic schema constructs dene properties that
are fundamental for every LDAP-based ontology schema, namely: the oc and
name attributes, that are required and represent the class (or classes) the entry belongs to, and the name of the entry, respectively the domain and range
attributes, that, for a role declaration, specify the concept it belongs to and
the type of its values respectively the key attribute, that indicates whether or
not a given role can uniquely identify a concept for which it is dened and the
filter attribute that species general constraints imposed on a particular role
or concept to dene the so-called dened terms.
For example, in Fig. 2, the car code node is dened by stating that it belongs
to the class oc=role, its domain is Country, its range, any string, and it is a
key of Country. As an example of a dened term denition, the NewCountry
node has a constraint of the form filter=(indep date > 1990) that indicates
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Fig. 2. Mondial ontology in LDAP shaded components are referred in the text
that only independent countries whose independence date is greater than 1990
are considered NewCountry.
Concept Hierarchy Constructs. The subclass of and superclass of attributes
express the subclass and superclass relationships between concepts in the system.
In Fig. 2, this relationship is additionally depicted by the thicker lines that
connect two or more concepts, where, for example, NewCountry is dened as a
subclass of Country.
Integration Constructs. The link attribute is used to enable the integration of
di erent information source schemas into a single LDAP directory instance. It
indicates that a given term in the ontology is terminologically equivalent with the
term in the LDAP source model it (its value) references to. Before the annotation
of the domain ontology with link attributes takes part, the transformation of
each source schema into the corresponding LDAP representation should be done.
The specic details of the principal architecture of integration and its key part
of specifying and considering link attributes, as well as its concrete advantages
are out of the scope of this paper, but it is important to emphasize that by using
the link attribute our system is able to resolve most of the conicts existing
between distinct heterogeneous sources.

Interontology Relationship Constructs. In order to capture the semantic subtleties, di erences and similarities among ontologies, we use the synonym, hypernym of and hyponym of attributes. The synonym attribute indicates that two
concepts with di erent names are equivalent, and should be treated as such,
whereas the hypernym of and hyponym of specify a subsumption relationship
that denes whether a term is more general than another, as dened by the
former, or more specic, as dened by the latter.

Note that the specication of all these constructs including link correspondences
between ontology and data sources is part of the application design.

4 Feature Comparison
Although extensive work has been done in the area of modeling ontologies for
data integration, most researchers use logic-based languages like description logics, F-Logic or ODL to describe them and benet from the reasoning abilities of
well-established logic systems. Our approach, on the other hand, uses a relatively
simple model with a clear syntax that allows us to provide a unied formal framework to be used for both, ontology denition and information integration using
the standard and well-established LDAP technology. An subsumption reasoning
mechanism is not excluded and may be added to the system.
Furthermore, due to the hierarchical and exible structure of LDAP, we can
very easily integrate not only structured data, but also semistructured data,
as opposed to systems like Sims AK93] or Observer MKSI00] that are limited to the expressive power of their ontology description languages and are
only able to deal with relational and at le databases. Not even systems like
Florid HKL+ 98], Ontobroker DEFS99] or Momis BCV99], which combine the reasoning capabilities of logic systems with the expressive power of an
object-oriented model are able to describe XML data as naturally as we do in
our system. The lack of a tree-like modeling structure forces them to map XML
into an articial structure not particularly well suited for such graphs, whereas
our model is based on a tree structure that resembles that of XML.
Tsimmis GMPQ+97] addresses the above deciencies by taking a similar
approach to ours, namely using the OEM data model to describe mediated views
and sources, as opposed to our LDAP-based information model, which o ers, by
design, additional benets derived by the nature of the LDAP directory services.
Directory-based stores of data support a ubiquitous Internet access standard,
giving a guarantee to almost any user connected to the network to get access to
this data.
Some other approaches, like BGL+ 99,CCS00] use XML as their common
model for data exchange and integration, but fail to consider the use of ontologies
as an integral part of the system. Our LDAP-based model, on the other hand,
provides seamless integration with ontologies, which allows us to scale our system
both from the source and from the user perspective, of paramount importance
for the Web.

These advanced features, combined with the fact that the hierarchical LDAP
namespace allows us to implicitly distinguish nodes belonging to di erent source
trees without incurring in any additional work, makes LDAP an ideal candidate
for the eld of integration.

5 Future Work
A preliminary version of the system is already in the works and providing very
promising results, as detailed in ML01]. Nevertheless, the system is far from nished. We plan to continue development on it by making the following additions:
Query Rewriting Operators: To transform the ontology level query to source
level queries.
Schematic Reconciliation: To resolve the schematic di erences that exist between semantically similar terms in the ontology and in the sources. This
involves the denition and implementation of more link-like attributes.
Ontology Partitioning: To allow for distribution and replication of ontologies
where needed.
Hierarchical Ontology Management: To allow for more complex relationships to be dened among distributed ontologies that go beyond the synonym, hyponym, and hypernym relationships.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an LDAP-based representation formalism for
ontologies which provides obvious advantages with respect to more classical integration system because of the simplicity, coherence and uniformity of the LDAP
formalism.
Furthermore, our system is, to the best of our knowledge, the only system that
combines the advantages of a hierarchical data model, on which, for example,
XML documents could be mapped, and those of ontologies as the integration
basis.
The integration of several relational databases by means of LDAP directories is supported by Inc00] however, the problem of integrating heterogeneous
objects is not considered, in particular.
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